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DRAG SPECIALTIES SISSY BAR PADS
DS-265484, DS-265485, DS-265486, DS-265487, DS-265488, DS-265489, 
DS-265492, DS-265493, DS-265505, DS-265506, DS-265507, DS-265508, 

DS-265530, DS-265531, DS-265532, DS-265533, DS-265534

TOOLS REQUIRED:
Philips screwdriver

PROCEDURE:
1. First remove the sissy bar insert if one has been
installed. Start by loosening the two Philips head
screws located on the back of the pad, making sure
not to disengage the screws (see illustration). At this
point, squeeze both the upper and lower brackets
together as much as possible.

2. You are now ready to install the pad into the sissy
bar. Start by holding the chrome mounting brackets
and squeezing them together. Align and push the pad
into the bar opening, making sure all four mounting
brackets clip over the back edge of the sissy bar.

3. Once the pad is in place and aligned, push all four
of the chrome mounting brackets out and tight
against the sissy bar and tighten the two Philips head
screws securely. Check the pad alignment to make
sure that all four mounting brackets are in place and
the Philips screws are tight. Then reinstall the sissy
bar insert if one was previously installed.

ATTENTION INSTALLER: (if other than
owner): Please forward this instruction sheet to 
the purchaser of this product. These instructions
contain valuable information necessary to the 
end user.

INTRODUCTION: These instructions 
describe the procedure for properly installing 
Drag Specialties Sissy Bar Pads. Review 
instructions carefully before beginning, as they
contain important information. Please retain for 
future reference.

Particularly important information is distinguished
in these instructions by the following notations:

NOTE: A NOTE provides key information to
make procedures easier or clearer.

CAUTION:  (shaded) A CAUTION indicates
special procedures that must be followed to avoid
damage to the motorcycle and/or accessories.

WARNING: (boxed and shaded) A WARNING
indicates special procedures that must be followed
to avoid injury to a motorcycle operator or person
inspecting or repairing the motorcycle.
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